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and attention to details such as references, the index, and defining terms before use 
would have improved it immeasurably. 
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7he Artificial Intelligence Debate: False Starts, Real Foundations. By Stephen R. 
Graubard, ed. MIT Press, London, United Kingdom, 1988, Price f 8.95 (paper- 
back), ISBN o-262-57074-2. 
This volume is a reprint of an issue of Dadalus (volume 117, number 1) from 
the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Its contributors 
number some well-known authors, including Seymour Papert, Hubert and Stuart 
Dreyfus, Pamela McCorduck, David Waltz, Tomaso Poggio, Sherry Turkle, Hilary 
Putnam, Daniel Dennett and John McCarthy. 
What we have here is a collection of fourteen twenty-odd page essays, all of a 
reflective or retrospective character, on various aspects of artificial intelligence. The 
Dreyfuses, Putnam and Dennett all provide us with professionally produced pieces 
of philosophy holding little in the way of novelty or excitement. John McCarthy 
has a short and uninspired paper on Al and logic: not, I think, vintage stuff. Pamela 
McCorduck, in what is perhaps the most enjoyable article in the volume, engages 
us with a description of a painting program called AARON. Anya Hurlbert and 
Tomaso Poggio write about computer vision. There is a clutch of papers on connec- 
tionism. And so it goes on. Broadly unobjectionable material, if rather uninspiring. 
I cannot imagine who would want to buy this book. The positions taken in the 
papers are not, by-and-large, novel, and no attempt has been made by the editor 
to summarize the papers or to diagnose trends. The student seeking an introduction 
to cognitive science would do better with P.N. Johnson-Laird’s 77ze Computer and 
the Mind (Fontana, 1988). The layman interested in the theoretical foundations of 
artificial intelligence should invest in Zenon Pylyshyn’s Computation and Cognition 
(MIT Press, 1989) or Roger Penrose’s The Emperor’s New Mind (Oxford, 1989). 
And the professional seeking to keep abreast of developments, and QU @it with 
what his colleagues are doing can simply skim throu, ++ the ,~;~@-Opfl;iitit if&C of 
Dadafus, which will be in his university library anyway, But if you must b?’ it. You 
will find it well-produced, with few typographical errors, and a bibliography f~tlow- 
ing every paper. 
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